






This is happening at a time when our good old Bunurong Environment Centre is struggling to find 
room to store and display many items that we would like to see in the public domain. It’s also at a 
time when the former Inverloch Marine building next door is unoccupied, and under consideration for 
redevelopment. 

So, what now?

I’d like to see us move forward. 

Ideally, my dream would be for Bass Coast Shire Council to buy the former Inverloch Marine 
property and allow us to expand into it, to rebuild our current centre up to double storey, and 
ultimately create a major new environmental presence that can take SGCS into the 21st century and 
beyond. 

The Vision

My vision is for an expanded and modernised Bunurong Environment Centre, incorporating the 
Inverloch Marine building and a second storey extension. It would retain it’s essential features of the 
shop, an upgraded meeting room, prominent shell museum freed from the looming threat of Byne’s 
disease, a Bunurong cultural feature and a new expanded dinosaur display in a dedicated upstairs 
facility. 

The Dinosaur Trail

Council is seeking funding of some $7m to construct the Bass Coast Dinosaur Trail. It is likely that 
some of this could be made available to assist with the cost of construction of this facility. 

The Council

In a lifetime of dealing with local councils through Landcare and other agencies one of the lessons 
I’ve learned is that 

“If you don’t tell them what you want, you’ll be told what you’re going to get!”

That’s why I’ve advanced this proposal, because I believe that it would be in the best interests of 
SGCS to strongly put our case before BCSC so they know exactly where we stand. 

Right now Bass Coast council is dominated by progressive councillors who could be counted on to 
support this kind of proposal, and Ali Wastie the CEO is known to be supportive of a redevelopment 
of the BEC. 

Council is active with advocacy seeking state and federal funding for various projects

Unfortunately because of the safe seat status of the Federal Monash electorate little success has been 
had. But at State level, Jordan Crugnale’s seat of Bass is much more marginal so an opportunity exists 
to secure funding for this facility, particularly in the leadup to the next state election in November 
2022. 

Please also understand that this is very much a “first draft”, and your comments and suggested 
improvements are sure to be of assistance in bringing this proposal through to it’s final form.
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